21 Century Banking:
Where we’re going,
we don’t need branches.
st
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Rekindling your customer relationships
Case study: Bank of Hawaii
A moment ripe for reinvention
How will you evolve?

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic and its subsequent shelter-in-place
restrictions dramatically accelerated the digital transition for bank
customers globally. What was once expected to be a multi-year
process has now taken place in months or even weeks. And now
that customers have made the transition, many say they may
never visit a bank branch again. If we project this trend forward
into the future, banks will need to find new ways to remain
relevant to their customers, even as customers come to believe
they need banks less.
In conjunction with the jump to digital banking, many customers
are also exploring an almost dizzying array of interpersonal
payment apps, numerous mobile financial platforms, and various
digital currencies. The savviest banks will use this unexpected
slowdown to pivot toward strategies and services that will
offer value to their customers as the strains of the pandemic
begin to ease.
But in which direction do you pivot? And will all of your customers
come along with you through the transition? Since Hero Digital’s
inception, we’ve guided banks with their digital transformation
journeys. Our customer research into pandemic behavior has
revealed insights into how banks can assess their customers’
needs and chart a course for the post-pandemic future.

“Sometimes
change is so vast
and dislocating
that it is hard to
tell disaster from
opportunity.”
— The Economist, April 11, 2020
“The changes COVID-19 is forcing on business”

As The Economist recently
observed, the potential
business impacts of
COVID-19 will be “so vast
and dislocating that it is hard
to tell disaster from
opportunity.” Before the
pandemic struck, retail
banking was well on its way
to digital transformation, with
many predicting the “death
of the branch” and the “end
of cash.” COVID-19 — and
the subsequent dramatic
changes in consumer
behavior — have served as a
modern moment of
punctuated equilibrium.
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Changes in consumer
behavior are already showing
that this is a break — or
punctuation — point in their
habits. Bank leaders can’t
afford to blaze ahead with
their pre-pandemic
strategies. Instead, they
should take this time to
recalibrate to the new
conditions and embrace
strategic foresight to imagine
how recent events will
reshape their customers’
values and needs for years to
come. Only then can they
continue to forge meaningful
relationships with customers
today, and where they are will
be tomorrow.

Adaptation out
of tribulation
Throughout history, we’ve seen singular moments give birth to a variety of
advancements — what evolutionary biologists call punctuated equilibrium. This
can also be seen in the history of finance, with key moments like The Industrial
Revolution, The National Currency Act, and World War II having dramatic effects
upon every aspect of the industry. There have already been a host of changes
ermerging from the COVID-19 lockdown, including a dramatic acceleration of
digital transformation. What advancements will the next few months hold for us?
And what of the next few years? For banks to stay ahead of the curve, they will
need to take advantage of this moment of accelerated change and be the
change they want to see in the industry.
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The decade-plus since the
Great Recession has been an
uphill climb for banks. The
industry has innovated,
especially in mobile banking,
enabling customers to
manage their money more
easily and efficiently than
ever before. Nonetheless
customer perception of banks
has declined, and the
customer relationship has
eroded. At the same time,
the rise of third-party
payment services, digital
currencies, and open banking
standards are creating new
ways for customers to move
and manage their money that
don’t always include a
traditional bank as part of the
transaction.
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And now, in the face of
devastating job losses during
a global pandemic, people
are feeling exposed and
vulnerable. Retail banks are in
a unique position to rise to
the occasion with a renewed
clarity of purpose and help
customers in a way that
expresses both their
humanity and their fiduciary
missions. But renewed
purpose takes more than
dusting off old mission
statements or clogging
inboxes with obligatory
“we’re here for you” emails.
It requires taking the time to
reassess the bank’s purpose
against the backdrop of
current conditions and align it
to customers’ rapidly
changing needs and desires.
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For legacy banks with deep
community roots, this might
mean leaning into their local
strengths and history of
guiding customers through
financial uncertainty. As
Jamie Moldafsky, Chief
Marketing Officer at Wells
Fargo expressed, “In this
environment, it is imperative
to be the eyes and ears of
your customers, your
communities, your
stakeholders. The rate of
change is incredible, both in
the aggregate and
individually, among
customers — the changing of
their needs, their
perceptions, and where they
need advice and guidance.”
By contrast, a nascent digital
disruptor with no heritage or
history of weathering crises
can create opportunity with
agility and innovation. But
reflecting on purpose isn’t

enough if it doesn’t translate
into action and doesn’t
manifest as an authentic
experience for customers.
Digital banking startup
Chime conveyed empathy
and an intimate
understanding of its
customers by deploying
SpotMe, a feature that
instantly delivered stimulus
checks to customers. Chime
took a hit by fronting the
money to customers until the
government settled
payments, but gained brand
equity by recognizing the
need for their customers to
receive their money quickly.
The CEO, Chris Britt,
conveyed an ongoing desire
to help. “We’d love to give it
to more people. If we had
greater certainty that the
payments will hit our
accounts, we’d do it.”
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Reprioritizing the
hierarchy of customer
needs
In an instant, stay-at-home orders and quarantine removed us
from many of the usual trappings of our daily lives: dining out,
travel, shopping in brick-and-mortar stores — a kind of national
breaching exercise. The real question is, when we return to
life-as-normal, will we return to the same pre-pandemic routines
and patterns, or will we choose new ones this time around? And if
so, how can banks ensure they’re part of the conversation around
this new selection process?
7

Breaching exercise
[ s o c i a l p s y c ho l o g y ]
An examination of people’s reactions to the
removal or violation of commonly accepted
behaviors, tools, or standards.

Defining pandemic-era
spending habits
“Since the start of the
pandemic, I’m spending…”

78%

22%

More

36%

Less

of respondents reported spending the same or
less on discretionary items (beyond ﬁxed costs
like rent and groceries) since the start of the
pandemic, with a third spending less than they
were three months earlier. —May 2020

While changing spending
habits and buying patterns are
surface indicators of deeper
behavioral changes, they do
give us a window into the
evolving structure of overall
consumer spending. In a
survey conducted by Hero
Digital, respondents reported
spending less on discretionary
items since the start of the
pandemic with a high number
of people stating that they are
planning to spend less in the
future. Bank deposits have
surged by at least $2 trillion
since the beginning of the
shelter-in-place, which means
consumers are hunkering down
financially and saving more to
weather the pandemic.
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Anticipated spend next
6–12 months

42%

About the
same

27%
Less

None of this is surprising given
the havoc wreaked by this
crisis. A recent
Marketplace-Edison poll shows
a dramatic spike in financial
anxiety, with 44% of Americans

13%

More

87%

of respondents said that in
the future, they plan to spend
the same as or less than they’re
spending during the pandemic.

60%

About the
same
All data: Hero Digital 2020 COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey
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expressing concern about
their ability to afford even
basic food and groceries. As
people worry about the
future while struggling to pay
bills, take care of children,
put food on the table, and
maintain their jobs, their
priorities have shifted from
aspirational desires to basic
safety and stability. Peace of
mind has become the
greatest luxury during this
time. For this reason,
customers will endorse the
banks that can provide them
with stability and confidence
in their future financial health.
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Self-actualization

Understanding our
changing motivations
In terms of Maslow’s “hierarchy of needs,” we have (to varying degrees) found
ourselves collectively knocked back several rungs. People who just months ago
were pondering their career trajectory, now simply want to hold onto their jobs.
Instead of achieving new levels of fitness, many are just working to keep
themselves and their families safe from getting sick.

Esteem

Love and belonging

11

As consumers work their way back up the chart, will they stick with the same
choices they made in the past? Or will the behavioral adaptations made in the
last few months have lasting effect? Will banks become more utilitarian — just a
tool for holding money? Or will banks themselves move up a few rungs in the
hierarchy to become a place of belonging and esteem — institutions that help
their clients plan for and actualize life-long dreams?

Connectivity

Safety
Bringing Abraham Maslow into the 21st century:
Adding “Connectivity” to the pyramid to account for the
major role modern technology plays in our daily lives.
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Physiological needs

CASE STUDY: B2B

Heartland Payment
Systems

During the flush
pre-pandemic days of
economic growth, banks
competed to deliver ever
more transactional value —
convenience, efficiency,
access — focusing customer
experiences on spending,
making purchases, and
realizing dreams. But that’s
not what customers need
anymore. Instead, customers
may need help making sense
of the Paycheck Protection
Program. Or applying for

“
Recently, Hero Digital helped Heartland Payment Systems shift their focus from acquiring new
business to more deeply servicing existing customers. Instead of just declaring “we’re here for
you,” it meant leveraging customer insight to provide information and products relevant to
customer circumstances. For example: HPS extended the free trial of their online ordering
solution for 90 days, regardless of the customer’s service tier. And they set up an Employer
Situation Room that provides COVID resources targeting HR support and assistance
for payroll customers.

loans to tide them over in a
time of uncertainty. Or advice
on refinancing while rates
are low.
To meet customers where
they are now, banks need to
pivot offerings and service
models accordingly. In other
words, if customers have hit
the bottom of Maslow’s
pyramid, help guide them on
their journey back up.

We’re 100% focused on
helping our customers keep
their door open—if they
can’t operate, we can’t
operate.”
— Alison Wolf
Senior Director of Strategic Development
Heartland Payment Systems

Perhaps capturing the
“no cash welcome” strangeness best:

“Still no cash
accepted. $10 dollar
bill now been in my
wallet so long,
Alexander Hamilton
has shot himself.”
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— Twitter user, @DonGone5

Forging meaningful
connections in a
low-touch world
After months of lockdowns
and stay-at-home orders, the
digital habits picked up
during quarantine are now
solidifying into new norms
and behaviors. This is
certainly the case with
banking, where adoption of
digital and mobile banking
got a turbo boost. A recent
segmentation study Hero
conducted of digital usage in
retail banking revealed
nuances in the ways different
people are experiencing and
embracing this
transformation. Even within
the least digitally savvy
segment, Resistant Digital
Users, close to 20%

expressed a likelihood to use
digital in the next year.
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The pandemic appears to be
a decisive tipping point for
contactless payment in
particular, with one in four
customers using digital
payments for the first time in
recent months.
Meanwhile, with branch visits
down 30% year-over-year in
April and May and many
stores refusing to handle
cash, talk of the “death of the
branch” and the “end of
cash” has reached a new
fever pitch.
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Customer preferences
are changing
Many people have reported
changing their banking style
to include more digital.
While this may be welcome
news for bank leaders looking
to capitalize on digital
cost-savings, our findings
point to potential risks that
could accompany these
rapid gains.
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80%

<6%

Up to 80% of customers
who prefer to bank in
person have changed their
banking style

of in person customers will
continue banking in
person in the next year.

Consumers like digital
because:
24/7 availability

76.7%

It’s usually faster

66.9%

It’s easier in general

64.8%

In-person experiences
remain important because:
I can get answers to
complex questions

53.1%
45.7%

It feels more secure
I like the personal attention

54%

prefer to apply for
a loan in person

36.8%

70%
prefer to open a
new account
in-person

All data: Hero Digital 2020 COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey

From a pure business
perspective, our study
underscored the critical role
the branch still plays in
customer acquisition, with
70% of new accounts and
54% of new loans originating
there. This physical
touchpoint, used to drive
more business and onboard
new customers, will need to
be replicated digitally in
the future.

Perhaps one of the most
painful ironies of the
pandemic is that we crave
human connection at the
same time we’re more cut off
from it than ever. Digital
interactions are driven by
convenience, speed, and
ease, but people still turn to
in-person visits for a sense of
security and personal
connection. Even as branches
become less of a focal point,
having a meaningful
relationship with a bank is still
essential to customers.

Active Digital Users
Early adopters of technology who
are frequent digital bankers.

Rekindling your
customer relationships

Accelerated Digital Adopters
Early adopters of technology that have increased
usage of banking platforms during the pandemic.
They tend to skew younger (18–29), live in urban
environments, and are more affluent.

Banks have the opportunity to rethink their customer relationship by conducting nuanced,
audience-based research regarding banking, and outlining how changed customer behavior can
create impact. One-size-fits-all strategies will no longer work. Banks need to connect with their
customers to reveal opportunities for high-value interaction. In a study Hero Digital conducted in
May 2020, two audience segments in particular show potential for growth: Accelerated Digital
Adopters and Reluctant Digital Adopters. Both segments are actively seeking out more digital
experiences: the Accelerated Digital Adopters are ready for more sophisticated digital
experiences and feel comfortable using self-serve tools; the Reluctant Digital Adopters are just
starting to make the digital transition and will require an intuitive, easy-to-use interface.
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Reluctant Digital Adopters

Slower adopters of technology who vary
demographically and have now become first-time
users of digital banking platforms.

Now that customers have started embracing their digital options for banking, spending, and
transferring money, banks need to accept that they may not be a customer’s first point of contact
unless they provide the tools to foster that. There are numerous avenues of engagement for
banks to claim within the new reality of consumer banking and spending.

Resistant Digital Users
Analog activities

Pre-pandemic
digital activities

Pandemic-driven
digital activities

Slower adopters of technology who have
not used digital banking platforms.

Rather than abandon the
branch entirely, the role
could be reimagined as a
“third place” that helps
support individuals and
communities, particularly in
a time of need. Brands like
Warby Parker, Sephora, and
Apple have shown the
potential for seamlessly
connecting the customer
between offline and online
touchpoints. What if
branches became more like
Apple’s Genius Bar for
financial fixes and advice?
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Rather than view the branch’s
value as distinct from that
of digital, what if the
two became seamlessly
blended and rooted in the
customer relationship?

Third place
[ sociology ]
Social environments where people spend
time between home (first place) and work
(second place), exchanging ideas, building
relationships, and having fun.

CASE STUDY: B2C

Bank of Hawaii

Bank of Hawaii partnered
with Hero Digital to develop
tools that support an influx of
recent digital adopters. The
BOH staff has helped their
customers get up to speed
with banking during the
pandemic while still keeping
it personal. From holding
special bank hours for
vulnerable customers to
posting video tutorials with
COVID-19-related tips to
social media, BOH is
pursuing a fully integrated

“

strategy. Customers can
easily transition from online,
to phone, to in-person as the
needs fit. As Ruth Erickson,
Executive Vice President of
Bank of Hawaii stated, “We
need to meet customers
where they are, whether
they’re unemployed or
refinancing their home, or
fearful of entering a branch.
We want to make every
customer feel safe
and secure.”

We need to meet customers
where they are...We want
to make every customer
feel safe and secure.”
— Ruth Erickson
Executive Vice President of
eCommerce & Demand Center
Bank of Hawaii

A moment ripe for
reinvention
What will the future of banking look like in 10 years’ time? With advancements in wireless connectivity, digital currency, government regulations, and advisory services, customers will
continue to need banks, albeit in different ways:
Concierge Services

Borderless Currency

As customers increasingly execute more and more day-to-day transactions online
they’ll look to branches to receive expert advice about complex topics such as loans,
government programs, and long-term financial goals. Redesigning your bank around
these evolving behaviors make ideas like the Capital One Café much more
forward-thinking than originally thought — and could pay dividends for your brand in
unexpected ways. Banks should embrace secure, mobile connectivity that can
empower financial advisors to escape the confines of the teller booth, possibly even
the branch itself, to build better relationships for higher-value, high-touch customers.

As consumers make the digital transition, many will feel emboldened to expand their
digital financial footprint. Money transfer apps like Venmo have motivated banks to
invest in their own borderless transfer apps, including Zelle. Advances in currency
exchange by companies such as Ripple or SWIFT have made it even easier for
customers to participate in a wide variety of transfers, from crossing international
borders (e.g. US dollars to Chinese yuan) to crossing virtual borders (e.g. US dollars to
Fortnite V-Bucks).

Edgeless Branches
With online and mobile banking quickly becoming most customers’ primary entry
point, services that seamlessly migrate from online, to phone, to physical branch will
become key. This means that developing tools that help consumers make important
decisions across channels, from an app (like an AI-driven mortgage assistant) to a
branch (physically meeting a mortgage advisor), will become differentiating features
of the traditional bank. Banks should embrace our new mobile reality with in-app
features like financial literacy classes and 5G-capable tablets for advisors to meet
customers outside the branch, wherever it’s convenient for them.

The Rise of Digital Coins
The "death of cash" coincides with the recent rise of digital money and
alt-currencies. Whether taking advantage of digital wallets (Google Wallet, Apple
Pay) or converting cash reserves into new digital currencies (Ethereum, Brazil’s
Mumbuca), customers will start adopting cash alternatives. Various governments are
looking into digital currencies and 80% of central banks are exploring a potential
central bank digital currency (CBDC). Banks must find a position in these transaction
flows. Whether by providing a “verified safe” blockchain currency, or by offering
contract brokering services to arbitrate whether transactions are completed to both
parties' satisfaction.
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How will
you evolve?

Developing a strategy during a time of momentous
change can seem daunting. The pandemic and its
rolling aftershocks will continue to upend norms and
behaviors, altering our needs and values, for years
to come. Fortunately, despite pervasive uncertainty
— and, more precisely, because of it — banks can
still count on playing a central role in people’s daily
lives. Leaders who view this moment as an
opportunity to respond authentically and accurately
to customer needs will win back trust and build
deeper customer relationships than ever before.
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Get started
Assess

Chart

Implement

Optimize

Scale

To help your customers, you
need to know your customers.
Building audience segments is
the first step to achieving this.
Then conducting in-depth
customer interviews, surveys,
sentiment analyses, and
behavioral assessments will
give you a better sense of your
customer needs and concerns.
Talking with employees who
work with your customers
day-in/day-out can be another
way to learn more about
customer and community
relationships. With an
audience framework in place,
you can prioritize the key
features that not only
differentiate your bank, but
also solve key customer
pain points.

A deep understanding of
your customers, audiences,
and differentiated offerings
can help you create
roadmaps for short- and
long-term changes. A map
can take many forms, from a
simple roadmap to a complex
service blueprint. You may
also want to reimagine your
“North Star” customer
experience in order to bring
your vision to life. These
exercises can serve as
aspirational guideposts, from
a revised mission statement
to bold “Future of...” videos
which help substantiate
any corresponding
budget requests.

With your audience segments
and a vision in place, you can
start making upgrades and
investments, whether it’s
building more self-serve tools
for mobile, creating a new
campaign, redesigning your
branches to better facilitate
advisory services, or taking a
more active role in your
community. Along with
implementing the changes to
transform your business, you
can also initiate feedback tools
that will ensure that you stay in
touch with your customers and
their changing behaviors.

In conjunction with launching
new tools and campaigns,
companies should institute a
“sense and respond” cycle of
performance, with quick
multivariate tests on marketing
materials and designs used to
substantiate and act on
hypotheses. Creating a
turn-key approach to
developing insights and
optimization with a regular
frequency, can help you
develop a best practices
playbook and marketing
program. By tracking
consistent, measurable, and
human-centric KPIs quarter
over quarter, a good customer
experience can align with
business goals.

Once optimized, you will need
to roll these changes out to
your entire organization, from
corporate offices to branches
to partners. This may include
internal training, giving your
employees the business
acumen and digital marketing
skills to maximize the new
tools. Or establishing a
customer assessment cycle so
that every marketing initiative
is inspired by the customer
journey (and not an internal
checklist). For large-scale
changes, establishing a center
of excellence or standards can
be used to track progress and
performance.

Talk to us about:
– Establishing audience segments
– Creating a North Star vision
– Building mobile tools
– Crafting your marketing strategy
– Transforming your online experience

To learn how Hero Digital can help you act on these
insights to improve your business performance, contact us
at business@herodigital.com.

Trusted by ﬁnancial leaders
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